
Decodable Explorers
Build foundational skills with Red Rocket 
decodable texts.
Red Rocket Decodable Explorers offer a structured 
literacy approach at the emergent level. Readers will 
grow in confidence  as they progress from the first book to 
the last, acquiring new skills and putting them to work in 
an authentic way.

Like all Red Rocket Readers, the new Decodable Explorers 
feature colorful, entertaining illustrations that support 
the text, launch oral discussion and develop student 
comprehension. The classic story structure (tension, climax 
and resolution) ensures children will want to engage with 
the texts.

Decodable Explorers

Fin’s Gift 

Decodable Explorers

Tam on the Mat

Decodable Explorers
32 New Titles
Extent: 16 Pages  |  Size: 5 7⁄ 8" x 7 7⁄ 8" 
Format: Paperback  |  Full color throughout

Build foundational skills with Red Rocket decodable texts.

Red Rocket Decodable Explorers offer a structured literacy 
approach at the emergent level. Readers will grow in confidence 
as they progress from the first book to the last, acquiring new skills 
and putting them to work in an authentic way.

Like all Red Rocket Readers, the new Decodable Explorers feature 
colorful, entertaining illustrations that support the text, launch oral 
discussion and develop student comprehension.The classic story 
structure (tension, climax and resolution) ensures children will 
want to engage with the texts.

Launching Launching 
June!June!

ADVANCE INFORMATION FROM FLYING START BOOKS

US

Available in the following formats:

Decodable Explorers Set 
RRP $240.00 ISBN 9781776931286
32 titles x 1 copy each, shrink-wrapped. 

Decodable Explorers Classroom Library 
RRP $304.00 ISBN 9781776932566

Boxed Set (x1) containing 32 titles x 1 copy each,
USB Worksheet & Lesson Brief PDFs 
plus eBook 1 Year License 

Decodable Explorers Bookroom 
RRP $1798.66 ISBN 9781776932573 

Boxed Sets (x4) containing 6-packs of all 32 titles,
USB Worksheet & Lesson Brief PDFs 
plus eBook 1 Year License 

Decodable Explorers

The Drink Stand
Decodable Explorers

What Did I Hear?

Decodable Explorers

The Big Mix-Up

Decodable Explorers

Animal Rhymes
Decodable Explorers

Beth’s Bus Track

Decodable Explorers

Charlie and Pipi

Decodable Explorers

Beth's Fishing 
Adventure

Decodable Explorers

Grace’s 
Fairy Party

Decodable Explorers Bookroom

Boxed sets containing 6 copies of all 32 titles
Brain Hive Special Print + Digital:  $1,798.66 
ISBN 9781776932573BH6

Print     Digital     Integratedom1
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Red Rocket Alphabet Explorers
Build foundational skills with phonics practice.
Children need several different means of identifying letters.   

As well as learning to read and write all letter forms, it’s essential they 
discover letter names and sounds.

The Red Rocket Alphabet Explorers Classroom Library features thirty 
8-page books; individual titles for each letter of the alphabet, plus
one each focusing on the key digraphs Ch, Ph, Sh and Th.

Red Rocket Alphabet Explorers will help children to become  familiar
with all the letters of the alphabet in the following ways:

•by alphabet names
•as upper and lower case symbols
•by word and picture associations
•by sound associations
•by sharing rhymes (inside back cover)
•through practice of letter formation

Red Rocket Alphabet Explorers
Build foundational skills with phonics practice.

Children need several different means of identifying letters.
As well as learning to read and write all letter forms, it’s essential 
they discover letter names and sounds.
The Red Rocket Alphabet Explorers Classroom Library features 
thirty 8-page books; individual titles for each letter of the alphabet,
plus one each focusing on the key digraphs Ch, Ph, Sh and Th.

Red Rocket Alphabet Explorers will help children to become 
familiar with all the letters of the alphabet in the following ways:

• by alphabet names
• as upper and lower case symbols
• by word and picture associations
• by sound associations
• by sharing rhymes (inside back cover)
• through practice of letter formation

NEW FROM FLYING START BOOKS

US

Alphabet Explorers Set
RRP $150.00  ISBN  9781877506710
30 titles x 1 copy each, shrink-wrapped.

Alphabet Explorers Classroom Library
RRP $186.25  ISBN 9781776543618
Boxed Set includes 30 titles x 1 copy each,
Alphabet Frieze, plus USB containing Audio Books,
Worksheets and eBook 1 Year License.

Available Available 
now!now!

Alphabet Explorers Bookroom
Boxed sets containing 6 copies of all 30 titles
Brain Hive Special Print + Digital:  $1,117.50 
ISBN 9781776543618BH6

FREE DIGITAL
included with 

all 6-packs!

Brainhive.com  •  855.554.HIVEom14
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Red Rocket Blend Explorers
Build foundational skills with phonics practice.
Following on from Alphabet Explorers, the next essential literacy 
skill is the blending of consonants – to make onset blends. 
Red Rocket Blend Explorers introduce 22 common consonant 
combinations where each individual letter-sound is heard – 
helping children to become familiar with these initial blends in 
several ways:

•by sound associations
•as upper and lower case symbols
•through practice of letter formation
•by letter names
•by word and picture associations

Red Rocket Blend Explorers
22 New Titles
Extent: 8 Pages  |  Size:  51⁄ 8" x 5 7⁄ 8"
Format: Paperback  |  Full-color throughout

Build foundational skills with phonics practice.

Following on from Alphabet Explorers, the next essential literacy skill 
is the blending of consonants – to make onset blends. Red Rocket 
Blend Explorers introduce 22 common consonant
combinations where each individual letter-sound is heard – helping
children to become familiar with these initial blends in several ways:

ADVANCE INFORMATION FROM FLYING START BOOKS

US

Available in the following formats:

Blend Explorers Set 
RRP $110.00    ISBN 9781776931262
22 titles x 1 copy each, shrink-wrapped.

Blend Explorers Classroom Library 
RRP $150.00 ISBN 9781776932542
Boxed Set containing 22 titles x 1 copy each,
USB Worksheet PDFs plus eBook 1 Year License 

• by sound associations                   • by letter names
• as upper and lower case symbols   • by word and picture associations
• through practice of letter formation

Launching Launching 
May!May!

Blend Explorers Bookroom
Boxed sets containing 6 copies of all 22 titles
Brain Hive Special Print + Digital:  $900.00  
ISBN 9781776932542BH6
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Red Rocket Sound Explorers
Build foundational skills with phonics practice.
Some letters commonly make more than one sound. Exploring 
hard, soft, long, and short letter-sounds and having that 
knowledge secure is an important skill for emergent students to 
master. Red Rocket Sound Explorers introduce the alternative 
sounds letters can make, along with the unique single-sound some 
consonant combinations create, and help children to become 
familiar with these sounds in several ways:

•by sound associations
•as upper and lower case symbols
•by sharing rhymes (inside back cover)
•by letter names
•by word and picture associations
•through practice of letter formations

Sound Explorers Bookroom
Boxed sets containing 6 copies of all 26 titles
Brain Hive Special Print + Digital:  $1,087.50  
ISBN 9781776932559BH6

Red Rocket Sound Explorers
26 New Titles
Extent: 8 Pages  |  Size:  51⁄ 8" x 5 7⁄ 8"
Format: Paperback  |  Full-color throughout

Build foundational skills with phonics practice.

Some letters commonly make more than one sound. Exploring 
hard, soft, long, and short letter-sounds and having that knowledge 
secure is an important skill for emergent students to master.
Red Rocket Sound Explorers introduce the alternative sounds 
letters can make, along with the unique single-sound some 
consonant combinations create, and help children to become 
familiar with these sounds in several ways:

ADVANCE INFORMATION FROM FLYING START BOOKS

US

Available in the following formats:

Sound Explorers Set
RRP $130.00    ISBN 9781776931279
26 titles x 1 copy each, shrink-wrapped.

Sound Explorers Classroom Library
RRP $181.25     ISBN 9781776932559
Boxed Set containing 26 titles x 1 copy each,
USB Worksheet PDFs plus eBook 1 Year License

• by sound associations • by letter names
• as upper and lower case symbols • by word and picture associations
• by sharing rhymes (inside back cover) • through practice of letter formations

Launching Launching 
May!May!

FREE DIGITAL
included with 

all 6-packs!

Brainhive.com  •  855.554.HIVEom16
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